Robots designed to track chemical leaks in hazardous industrial facilities 1 or explosive traces in landmine fields 2 face the same problem as insects foraging for food or searching for mates 3 : the olfactory search is constrained by the physics of turbulent transport
Video Link
The video component of this article can be found at http://www.jove.com/video/51704/ Introduction Nowadays, animals like dogs are frequently used in safety and security applications that involve the localization of chemical leaks, drugs and explosives because of their excellent smell detection capabilities 16 . Yet, they show behavioral variations, get tired after extensive work, and require frequent retraining as their performance decreases over time 17 . One way to circumvent these limitations is to replace trained dogs by olfactory robots.
Nonetheless, tracking scents and odor sources is a major challenge in robotics. In turbulent environments, the landscape of an odor plume is very heterogeneous and unsteady, and consists of sporadically located patches 4 . Even at moderate distances from the source, as short as few meters, detections become sporadic and only provide cues intermittently. Furthermore, local concentration gradients during detections do not generally point towards the source. Given discontinuous flow of information and limited local information when detections are made how to navigate a robot toward the source?
It is well known that insects such as male moths use chemical communication to successfully locate their mates over long distances (hundreds of meters). To do so, they adopt a stereotypical behavior [18] [19] [20] : they surge upwind upon sensing an odor patch and perform an extended search called casting when odor information vanishes. This surge-casting strategy is purely reactive, i.e. actions are completely determined by current perceptions (detection and non-detection events). Yet, its implementation on olfactory robots had limited success in the past because the detection of odor patches is hampered by the slowness of artificial gas sensors.
Metal-oxide sensors used in most of the olfactory robots have response and recovery times of several tens of seconds so that they generally filter out the concentration fluctuations encountered in turbulent plumes 21 . In contrast, the response time of insect chemoreceptors is much shorter, e.g., the rise time of insect electroantennograms (EAGs) is less than 50 msec
Software Interface
The main threads contain a graphical user interface (GUI), methods for signal detection and various functions for controlling the robot. Figure 2D) 3. Detect the pheromone hits whenever a burst of excitation (3 consecutive interspike intervals <70 msec) is followed by inhibition (interspike interval ≥350 msec), see Figure 3C .
Write a GUI (

Representative Results
The protocol described above was first tested with short 20 msec pulses of pheromone (dose 1 μg and 10 μg) directly puffed on the antenna. Figure 4A shows the EAGs in response to pheromone pulses. They are positive because the recording electrode was connected to the inverting input of the amplifier, as described in step 3.3. As indicated by the power spectrum, the measurement system is able to resolve pheromone pulses up to 10 Hz. For comparison, we also tested a commercially available gas sensor. The TGS2620 is a metal oxide sensor manufactured for the detection of solvent vapors. Although the sensor presents a high sensitivity to ethanol, it was unable to follow variations in concentration (see the dashed curve in Figure 4B ). The problem came from the sensor housing. The TGS2620 is commercialized with a cap that has a flameproof stainless steel gauze. The response time is slow because, in practice, it takes a certain time for the gas to diffuse through the gauze and reach the metal oxide surface. Recovery is also slow because it takes time to clean the sensor when the gas is trapped inside the cap. We therefore removed the cap and this modification improved the dynamics significantly (see the plain curve in Figure 4B ). Still, there was a factor ten between the EAG and the TGS2620 (10 Hz versus 1 Hz). This comparison is nevertheless qualitative as the EAG and the TGS2620 were not tested in the same conditions.
We then assessed the stability over time of our whole-insect preparation (n = 12 moths) as compared to excised antennae (n = 7 antennae). The EAG was recorded periodically in response to pheromone stimulations (duration 500 msec, dose 1 μg). Raw EAGs (in mV) were converted to relative EAGs (percentages of initial value obtained at time t = 0). Figure 5 shows very good stability of our whole-insect preparation within a working day. In contrast, EAGs recorded on isolated antennae decrease rapidly over time so that the signal falls to one half of its initial value after only 1.5 hr. This time dependence is well described by an exponential decay with a lifetime of 2 hr.
Finally, we tested the ability of the EAG robotic plateform to search for an odor source (pheromone compound Z7-12:OAc) using a reactive search strategy ( Figure 6A) . The search strategy combines upwind surge every time the pheromone is detected with spiral casting in the absence of detections 28 . The presence of pheromone is detected from the EAG by the neuromorphic detector, as described in step 4.3. Two examples of EAG recorded during the search are shown in Figure 6B . Without the odor source, the EAG remains around zero (i.e. 2.5 V) with very few or no detections. The robot performs spiral casting and generally leaves the search space before reaching the target location (in 92% of the trials, n = 26 trials, Figure 6C right) . With the odor source (Figure 6C left) , the EAG presents bursts of activity (detections) intertwined with periods of silence (no detections). Spiral casting mainly occurs at the plume contour (Figure 6C left, red line) and appears to be an efficient strategy for relocating the plume centerline when the odor is lost. In this condition, the source is generally found (success rate = 96%, n = 44 trials). . For signal detection, the EAG signal is used as input current and hits are detected whenever a burst of excitation is followed by inhibition in the firing activity.
Discussion
Almost twenty years ago, Kanzaki and his colleagues pioneered the idea of using EAGs on olfactory robots [29] [30] . Their technique was originally based on excised antennae. Here, we recorded from intact antennae to improve the sensitivity and the lifetime of the preparation. Other studies [31] [32] also noticed the superiority of whole-body preparations over isolated antennae. In our robotic experiments, we experienced stable recordings within a day. In contrast, EAGs recorded on isolated antennae have a lifetime of 2 hr (Figure 5 ).
Our EAG-robotic platform was primarily developed to test biological hypotheses about olfactory coding and search strategies in insects 13 . Similar to central neurons receiving input from insect antennae, we connected a neuron model to a real moth antenna on a robot and performed pheromone detection based on its firing pattern. Detection and non-detection events were then used to drive the robot toward the source of pheromone. The reactive search strategy considered here was inspired by the behavioral patterns of male moths attracted by a sex pheromone. It performed well in laboratory conditions (Figure 6) , allowing the localization of a low emission source (pheromone dose of 10 μg in our case versus 10 mg in previous work 24 ) in a relatively large search space (initial distance from source of 2 m versus 10 cm in previous experiments [20] [21] ).
These robotic experiments should be considered as a proof of concept showing that insect antennae are suitable for robotic olfactory searches. Although insect antennae are known to respond to toxic gases, drugs and explosives [9] [10] [11] , several extensions are needed for coping with real world applications. First, a more sophisticated search method [34] [35] [36] may be more efficient at distances beyond 10 m, when the reacquisition of the plume becomes very unlikely. Second, it may be necessary to combine EAGs from different species in a bio-electronic nose configuration 14 in order to detect odorants of interests. Third, stereo sensing capabilities obtained by recording from the two antennae of the same insect may prove beneficial in terms of effectiveness. Two sensors employed in parallel may indeed increase directionality. Fourth, extensions of the search strategy to collective robotic searches 37 are ought to be considered for practical applications even if they are not biologically relevant in the case of moths.
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